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“Freedom in Relationships: Have the right Identification” by
Pauline Laumans deals with pathogenic identifications.
It present from multiple scientific angles a view on
pathogenic human identifications. A false interpretation of
the concepts “Child” and “Life” mislead us and result in
creating false identifications. As a result we fail to identify
with our true “Self” and start to listen (= identify) with a socalled “leader”. As we hand in our power we receive fear and
suppression in return and makes us live in shame. As this
happens very often it fills our society with wrong styles of
behavior making our society pathogenic to men. This book
describes causes and effects like depressions, destructive
behavior, mental and physical illnesses causing many people to be afraid of Life.
This book “Freedom in Relationships” shows how this pathogenic process may be reversed. It creates
insight how to free ourselves and start to live in harmony and peace on earth. Next we may step out
of the vicious circles which entangle us. Pauline Laumans wrote from a joined effort combining
relevant aspects from psychology, theory of evolution, religiare, quantum physics and last but not
least daily life. It may be considered a psychological manual for those among us who want Live Alive
by acquiring the right identification. As such the book is a must when one does not wish to support
pathogenic behavior and destruction.
As many of us have identified our self with someone else we fail to develop our own identity, our
Self. This book shows what path to take to reverse this process, have the right identification and
create a new human society with endless possibilities.
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